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ABSTRACT
Diagnosis of tinnitus, the perception of sound minus external stimulus, de-
pends on self-report and there is currently no objective way to determine
if a person has the disorder. Previous examinations of resting-state brain
scan data combined with a priori knowledge in the form of suspect regions
found from previous research to show differing activity for tinnitus versus
non-tinnitus regions of interest have consistently found spatial and tempo-
ral differences in electrical activation patterns between tinnitus subjects and
controls, implying that development of an objective diagnostic method is pos-
sible. However, a whole-head, data-driven, non-a priori method appropriate
for diagnostic use has yet to be developed. In the past, clustering algorithms
have been used on resting-state data for diagnosis of other conditions, by
dividing data into as many groups as desired, and determining each datum’s
or feature’s membership in a cluster group by how similar the feature is to
all other features in the cluster, then iterating through subsequent reapplica-
tion of this process to the data, until cluster membership converges towards a
static set of groups; in the case of this study, the data that has been clustered
is resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data, which
consists of brain voxel time-courses, essentially three-dimensional pixel infor-
mation corresponding to relative levels of electrical activity within the data
point over time. Then a linear or non-linear classifier, an algorithm that
trains itself by building a probability profile for how likely each feature will
be to belong to a cluster group, given a target or control class (in the case
of this study, tinnitus or non-tinnitus hearing impaired), is built based on
feature cluster label data from each of a subset of subjects from both classes.
This classifier is then tested on the remaining subject fMRI data to determine
the efficacy of the clustering + classifier system being tested. After a variety
of clustering methods and classifiers as well as differing methods for applying
these strategies had been tested, the best results indicate that a k-means
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clustering algorithm paired with a Gaussian maximum-likelihood classifier
yields an average classification success rate of close to 60 percent. While this
result is not yet good enough to be applied with expectation of a reliable
result, it is significantly better than chance, demonstrating that whole-head,
(mostly) unsupervised classification is possible, and indicating a direction for
further research into the development of a useful tinnitus diagnostic tool.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the United States, it is estimated that 50 million people have tinnitus,
which is defined as the perception of sound without an external stimulus.
Of these 50 million, approximately 20 million people suffer from burdensome
tinnitus on a regular basis, and 2 million are severely impacted by the disorder
[1]. Diagnosis of tinnitus is based entirely on self-report; there is currently no
objective way to determine if a person has the disorder. Models of tinnitus
have been proposed that implicate auditory processing, emotional processing,
and attention networks in the disorder [2, 3, 4, 5].
Recently, resting-state functional connectivity studies have been performed
in an attempt to shed further light on the neural mechanisms of tinnitus.
Resting-state functional connectivity is characterized by spontaneous fluctu-
ations in the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response that form
spatially correlated networks [6, 7]. Studies of this connectivity are often
performed by examining resting-state networks, or RSNs. One of these net-
works, the default mode network (DMN), has been shown to be most active
at rest and may be associated with ongoing processing not related to a task
or external stimulus [8].
This study applies cluster analyses to this data from Schmidt et al. [9] in an
attempt to develop a data-driven, objective method of identifying tinnitus pa-
tients using resting-state functional connectivity. The fact that resting-state
data has consistently revealed differences in connectivity between tinnitus
subjects and controls makes the development of this method a useful en-
deavor. In the past, cluster analysis has been used on resting-state data. In
one study, a k-means clustering method was used to successfully distinguish
between “intrinsic” (those networks that are more active at rest, including
the default mode network) and “extrinsic” (those networks that are deacti-
vated at rest, including sensory networks) networks [10]. Cluster analysis has
also been used to distinguish between types of tinnitus subjects [11], but to
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date, no studies using resting state connectivity to identify tinnitus subjects
via clustering have been performed.
The main goal of this research is to compare between classification methods
that use a data-driven, computationally and memory efficient, unsupervised
training methodology to objectively distinguish between subjects with tin-
nitus and hearing loss and those with hearing loss alone, and choose the
one with the best results in order to indicate a direction to pursue for the
development of a reliable diagnostic tool for tinnitus.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND (LITERATURE REVIEW)
2.1 Tinnitus, resting-state studies in fMRI, and the
default mode network
In selecting which data from Schmidt et al. to use, it was decided that
tinnitus patients would be compared to hearing loss controls (as opposed to
those with normal hearing) because 90% of patients with hearing loss also
have tinnitus [12, 13]. It was therefore deemed important to control for that
possible conflation so as to discern between alterations in connectivity caused
by hearing loss and those with tinnitus.
Studying these RSNs has provided useful information about a number
of disorders. In particular, alterations to RSNs can be applied as a useful
diagnostic tool. For example, the DMN has been studied in controls, patients
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and patients with Alzheimer’s disease
(AD); the study revealed observed differences in connectivity in the DMN
between the three groups [14] and demonstrated the potential use of resting-
state functional connectivity studies in diagnoses.
In the study by Schmidt et al. [9], increased connectivity was observed be-
tween seeds in the DMN (the posterior cingulate and the medial prefrontal
cortex) and the right insula in tinnitus patients compared to normal hear-
ing controls. Further, when compared to hearing loss controls, there was
increased connectivity between the DMN and the right parahippocampal
gyrus in tinnitus patients. In the dorsal attention network, they found de-
creased correlations between seed regions (bilateral posterior intraparietal
sulcus, right ventral intraparietal sulcus, bilateral frontal eye fields) and the
right superior frontal gyrus and the left middle frontal gyrus in tinnitus sub-
jects when compared to hearing loss controls and between seeds and the left
inferior frontal cortex when compared to normal hearing participants.
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2.2 Whole-head, unsupervised methods
For the purposes of creating a useful diagnostic method for tinnitus, a whole-
head unsupervised method is desirable. While seed regions for known brain
activity unique to tinnitus have been documented [9, 15], this same research
shows that whole-head networks for auditory and non-auditory RSNs are
implicated in tinnitus subjects. Furthermore, including the entire brain in
an unsupervised classification method may prove useful in that it requires
no a priori information on where to look for differences in brain activation
between tinnitus and non-tinnitus subjects - potentially useful information
that may be excluded in an ROI, seed-based analysis contributes to a whole-
head analysis. Additionally, methods dependent on the seed region locations
require consistent seed placement across subjects, which may prove difficult
[16].
2.3 Dimension reducing algorithms and
linear/non-linear classifiers as brain classifiers
Dimension reduction is the primary challenge to be faced in the quest for a
reliable tinnitus diagnostic classifier. Faced with high dimensionality, specif-
ically, 510,340 voxels x 146 snapshots in time for a total of 74,509,640 data
points (features) and a low sample size of only twenty-five (25) subjects,
there is only so much that can be expected from our data. Feature spaces
with high dimensionality tend to represent a more complex pattern recogni-
tion problem; the higher the dimensionality, the harder it is to account for
every complication that presents itself within the data. If this dimensionality
can be reduced in a meaningful way, i.e. it is reduced based on knowledge
about the data set known to be true, the “curse of dimensionality” may be
largely reduced as well [17]. Previous studies [16] that have used clustering
have definitively met with success in reducing dimensionality in fMRI in a
meaningful way because data-driven clustering in most studies resulted in the
formation of clusters around resting-state networks like the DMN. Therefore
clustering continues to be used in a similar manner in this course of research
for most of our strategies; clustering results in a reduction of features from
74,509,640 to 510,340. After clustering is applied, each of 510,340 voxels
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is assigned one of k labels (either 1,2,..or k). Finally, principal component
analysis (PCA) is explored as well, for comparison purposes, as there is no
way to guide it toward a meaningful dimension-reduced result.
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CHAPTER 3
THE FMRI DATA
3.1 Information collection, equipment and settings
The whole brain fMRI data used in this research came from a previous study
by Schmidt et al. [9] and was collected from 25 subjects. Of these subjects,
12 had tinnitus and hearing loss (mean age 55.00 ± 6.96, 3 female), and
13 had hearing loss with no tinnitus (mean age 57.61 ± 9.39, 8 female).
The subjects were scanned during a resting state, where each subject’s only
instruction was to focus on a ′+′ sign projected in front of them. Scanning was
continuous for 5 minutes. Magnetic resonance images were taken using a 3T
Siemens Magnetom Allegra MRI head-only scanner. Blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) contrast responses were collected for each subject using
a gradient echo-planar (EPI) sequence with axial orientation, a repetition
time [TR] of 2000 ms, an echo time [TE] of 30 ms, a flip angle of 90 degrees,
consisting of 32 slices, and a voxel size equal to 3.4× 3.4× 4.0 mm3.
3.2 Data refinement methods
All subject data were preprocessed for use in this research using SPM8 [18] in
a five-step procedure: slice-time correction, realignment, coregistration, nor-
malization, and smoothing. Scanning was interleaved and ascending; slice-
time correction was performed accordingly. For each subject, 150 volumes
were collected. The first four images were discarded prior to preprocessing,
leaving 146 volumes for analysis. Functional images were realigned to the
mean fMRI image using a 6-parameter rigid-body transformation to correct
for subject head motion. Coregistration was performed in two steps. First,
a 12-parameter affine transformation was used to align the turbo spin echo
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(TSE) image to the mean fMRI image. Then, the magnetization-prepared
rapid acquisition with gradient echo (MPRAGE) image was aligned to the
TSE image. Next, this MPRAGE image was normalized to the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) brain template using a nonlinear warp trans-
formation, which was then also used on the realigned fMRI images. The
normalized, realigned fMRI images were spatially smoothed using a 10 mm
full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian kernel. Finally, the MPRAGE image
was segmented to create an image containing solely gray matter. The seg-
mented gray matter image for each subject was than binarized and used to
mask the functional images, as implemented via the imcalc toolbox for SPM.
3.3 Output format of data
After the aforementioned processing is applied to the fMRI data, they are
stored in the form of NIFTI files. MATLAB and the NIFTI suite of MATLAB
files is then used to extract voxel information from the .nii NIFTI files, which
yields a 79 x 95 x 68 short-type (16-byte int) collection of voxel image matrices
for 146 complete 3-D images of the brain, a 3-D voxel matrix for each time-
slice. Each 3-D voxel matrix is then unrolled into a single 510,340 x 1 vector
and then stacked left to right to form a 510,340 x 146 double-type matrix
representing the entire subject brain at all 146 time-slices. In the course of
this research, a “voxel time course” is considered to be a single row in this
matrix, which represents BOLD response information for 146 fMRI scans in
time for a 3-D voxel point within the subject brain. Furthermore, for the
purposes of smooth flow of algorithmic analysis within computer code, voxels
within the image were removed from consideration if any of their raw BOLD
values fell below a threshold of 100 to avoid non-numerical values (NaNs in
MATLAB) from appearing in calculations. Most of the valuable, meaningful
BOLD response values are far higher than 100 and when, as a group, all
of these voxel values are normalized to between 1 and -1, values below 100
tend to normalize to values lower than the machine minimum and will result
in non-numerical values if they find themselves in the denominator of any
subsequent calculations. The code skips over these voxels and assigns them
a label of 0. They do not contribute to the cluster analysis, in much the
same way a 0 label for space outside the brain does not contribute. Finally,
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the voxel time courses are normalized: they are forced to zero mean by
subtracting the average from all values in each voxel time course; they are
then also forced to unit variance by dividing each value in the voxel time
course by its standard deviation. This is done so that the relative changes
in BOLD response are what are compared across voxel time courses instead
of differences in raw numeric values [16].
Subject fMRI brain scans which are clustered receive a label of 1 through n
(for a k = n cluster analysis) for each of 510,340 voxel points in the brain and
these labels are stored in a 510,340 /times 1 vector. For viewing and visual
inspection purposes, these cluster labels can be assembled into the original
order of the initial 3-D brain matrix representation, when an empty 79 /times
95 /times 68 short-type matrix is created in MATLAB, and then populated
with the elements from the cluster label vector. MATLAB automatically
unrolls and reorganizes vectors of 2-D or 3-D matrices by the same order-
ing rule, which makes the cluster-label to brain image reassembly process
a simple task. Upon using an image displaying function within MATLAB,
such as “imagesc()” on the cluster label matrix, each voxel is automatically
assigned a different color based on its discrete integer label which can only
be 1 through n. The common function used to display all brain image data is
“imagesc()” in MATLAB. The standard brain image view used in the course
of this research, in figures and for visual inspection, is the axial (top) view
at the 38th plane along the z-axis from the top, a plane around the middle
of the brain.
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CHAPTER 4
CLASSIFICATION METHODS
4.1 Dimension-reducing algorithms explored
4.1.1 Dimension-reduction as a first step
The fMRI data used in this research obviously consists of data sets that
approach an extremely high degree of dimensionality, with 510,340 voxels x
146 time slices equaling a total of 74,509,640 data features. Clustering is the
essential first step in building a reliable classifier because it quickly clusters
around the DMN, which meaningfully reduces the dimensionality. Because
the final labels may be arbitrarily placed due to the data-driven nature of
the process, the last step is to reassign labels so that a cluster that forms
around the DMN is given the same label across all fMRI brain images. A
brain, subject 102HL, is chosen from the sample set for use as a template
brain, one that has clustering results that most closely match locations for a
standard DMN observation in the brain as seen in figure 4.1; all other brains’
cluster labels are re-labeled to match its cluster labels at every k=2...4 level,
as seen in an example at the k=2 level in figure 4.2 where subject 19HL’s
DMN cluster labeling clearly does not match the template subject’s DMN
cluster labelling. This last step is detailed in Appendix A. Principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) will also be considered as a dimension-reducing first
step strategy; however, there are no guarantees that dimensionality is mean-
ingfully reduced in this step, so it is largely used for comparison purposes.
The following algorithms were examined for their effectiveness in clustering
around resting-state networks as well as their practicality in developing a
tinnitus-detecting fMRI diagnostic tool.
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Figure 4.1: The default mode network standard regions in (a) and subject
102HL at k = 3 clusters in (b), which is the closest match out of all
subjects.
4.1.2 K-means
This method of modeling neuronal activation assumes the existence of k
clusters, the value of which is assigned prior to running the analysis. First,
it uses a L2 Euclidean distance metric:
d2(xi, xj) =
T∑
n=1
(xi[n]− xj[n])2
This distance metric is also used in subsequent clustering methods. The
variables xi[n] and xj[n] represent different voxel time course series. The
variable n represents all the time slices for which there exists a voxel response.
The smaller a “distance” between two voxel time course series, the higher
the correlation there is between the activation behavior of the two voxels in
time. For instance voxel time course A and two centroid voxel time courses
are shown in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Subject 19HL’s k = 2 clusters before re-labelling a) and after
re-labelling b) to match Subject 102HL template clusters c)
Figure 4.3: Voxel samples, from left to right: Voxel time course A, Centroid
1, and Centroid 2.
A distance metric comparison between voxel time course A and both cen-
troids would inform the clustering algorithm to assign the voxel time course
A a label of 2 for its membership to the cluster belonging to centroid 2 as op-
posed to a label of 1 for centroid 1 because voxel time course A’s “distance”
is shorter to centroid 2 than to centroid 1; i.e., it more closely resembles
centroid 2’s BOLD response than centroid 1’s.
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The algorithm designed for this research starts by seeding this analysis us-
ing the k-means++ initializer method suggested by Arthur and Vassilvitskii
[19]:
Algorithm 1 k-means++ initializer
pick x ∈ S uniformly at random and set T ← {x}
while |T | < k: do
pick x ∈ S randomly, with probability ∝ cost ({x};T ) = minx∈T‖x−z‖2
T ← T ⋃{x}
end while
In essence, the first centroid or mean is chosen randomly from the existing
voxel time courses. Then, subsequent centroids are randomly chosen from
the remaining time courses, but the probability of being selected increases
with the distance it is from existing centroids. Then the main part of the k-
means algorithm is commenced, whereupon clusters based on the k-means++
initialization selected means or centroids are assigned by associating each
data point with the centroid closest to it based on the L2 Euclidean distance.
The centroid of each cluster is then assigned as the new mean, and the process
is repeated until convergence is reached. A block diagram of the process
appears in figure 4.4. Here, each data point is one of 510,340 voxel time
series assigned a label linking it to centroids 1,2,..n for k = n clusters. Thus,
each cluster represents a separate resting state time course, and the method
is able to create representations of RSNs.
Figure 4.4: Visual representation of the k-means clustering algorithm [20].
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Fifteen of the subject data from this k-means analysis are then used for
classifier training and the remaining 10 subjects are used for classifier testing.
Cluster numbers of k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4 are assumed for the analysis. K-
means clusters higher than k = 4 produce less meaningful results, as shown
in figure 4.5, where k = 5 and greater clustering begins to overfit itself to the
data, fitting instead to BOLD response fluctuations that are not associated
with the resting state networks and are most likely random noise. In the
case of subject 27TN, it does not appear that the DMN network cluster
is completely lost to noise, but for the purposes of this research, k-means
clustering for clusters greater than 5 will not be considered in order to avoid
any possible loss of meaningful data.
Figure 4.5: Subject 27TN clustering: (a) k = 4, (b) k = 5, (c) k = 6, (d) k
= 7.
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Algorithm 2 k-means algorithm
choose number of clusters, k
centroid1, ..., centroidk chosen using k-means++
while centroid values not converged do
for all subject voxels do
L2dist[1,...,k] array entries for distances initialized to 0
for all centroids do
L2dist[n] = L2 distance between voxel and centroidn
end for
m = label from argmin(L2dist[1,...,k]), m ∈ 1, ..., k
label for voxel = m
end for
for all centroids do
centroidn = average of voxel time courses with cluster label n
end for
end while
4.1.3 Spectral
This method involves applying a pre-processing technique before employing
k-means clustering to the data. The eigen-decomposition of the affinity ma-
trix, Wij, is used to yield a set of eigenvectors, y, whose rows correlate to
the original rows of voxel time course data but hopefully reflect any hidden
signal geometries existing in the data. The process involves calculating affini-
ties between every voxel time series, involving a large set of calculations that
is intractable for most readily available computing resources; the Nystro¨m
method uses a random subset of all voxel time course series to approximate
the data set.
The entire process is much longer than shown in this section and is demon-
strated in Appendix B; it takes longer than k-means to calculate, as k-means
by itself is only a second step in the process; the spectral processing part
requires RAM greater than 5 GB. In a preliminary study conducted before
this thesis, processing time was far greater than for k-means while perfor-
mance was not better than k-means alone in successfully clustering around
the DMN. Because of unrealistic memory constraints and greater processing
time, this clustering method was abandoned in favor of k-means alone. The
Venkataraman et al. study on clustering in resting state fMRI [16] also notes
that spectral clustering was comparable to k-means in how well it clustered
around resting state networks, with no significant advantages observed in
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using spectral clustering as opposed to k-means.
4.1.4 Agglomerative hierarchical
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is generally described as a bottom-up
approach to finding related clusters, starting from single observations repre-
senting individual clusters and gradually, as more processing of the data is
performed, merging these seed clusters into larger groups of observations as
visually depicted in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Visual representation of the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm [21].
This occurs by determining relations between data points via a Euclidean
distance measure similar to that used in the k-means paradigm (where dis-
tance is, in this case, similarity between voxel time courses). The end of
this cluster analysis occurs when a cluster forms around the DMN, as deter-
mined by the researcher. As in the k-means algorithm, a classifier would be
trained on half of the subject data from this analysis and tested on the other
half. After an attempt to build an agglomerative clustering program that
would successfully compare in time complexity to the k-means algorithm, the
program was abandoned because no tractable method was found to accom-
modate the enormous diagonal and other types of matrices required to run
it. While computational resources may exist that can store these matrices,
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those at our disposal were unable to do so, which is relevant to the research
as the purpose of this study is to find reliable diagnostic methods accessible
to the average medical practitioner in a standard medical office; ready access
to supercomputing resources is not considered a feasible, realistic part of this
study and therefore this method was discontinued. Possibilities exist for re-
ducing matrix sizes used and will be discussed in the conclusion regarding
possible future research thrusts.
4.1.5 PCA
For comparison purposes within this research, a dimension-reducing alterna-
tive to clustering is considered, which consists of employing PCA. There
is no way to guide PCA so that it meaningfully reduces dimensionality
so performance no better than chance is expected. Principal components
are dimension-reduced matrices formed via a single-layer neural network-like
training process; in the case of this research, the principal components are of
size 10 x 146 representing the original 510340 x 146 voxel time course series
matrix and are a matrix of weights formed by training a matrix W of size
10 x 510340 using the minimum mean squared error or MMSE (X-Y) loss
between the original voxel time course series matrix, X, and the reformed
voxel time course series, Y. Ten is the number of principal components cho-
sen so that it will be consistent for comparison to the neural net classified
data, which also uses 10 hidden nodes in its process.
The algorithm is visually represented in figure 4.7 and described in the
following section. It is similar to what will be described for the 2-layer neural
network.
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Figure 4.7: Visual representation of principal component analysis classifier
structure
Basically, PCA converts data with high-dimensionality into a subspace
with much lower dimensionality, via a linear projection that the algorithm
learns by minimizing the least square reconstruction error. The process is
detailed in algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 PCA algorithm
choose number of principal components, p
v = number of voxels in a subject brain
ts = number of time slices
Training:
for all training subject brains do
vtc = voxel time courses for subject, matrix of size v × ts
Form randomly seeded linear transform matrix, W of size p × v
while error not minimized to convergence do
Orthogonal linear transform vtc to principal component matrix:
z = W × vtc
Data reconstruction: y = WT× z
error = MMSE(y-vtc)
Use gradient descent to adjust W to minimize error,
via back-propagation
end while
Use final z for subject to train linear classifier
end for
Testing, using W, linear classfier:
for all testing subject brains do
vtc = voxel time courses for subject, matrix of size v × ts
Orthogonal linear transform vtc to principal component matrix:
z = W × vtc
Use z for subject for linear classifier test
end for
4.2 Classifiers explored
4.2.1 Linear classifier: Gaussian maximum-likelihood classifier
A Gaussian maximum likelihood (ML) classifier is the sole linear classifier
used in this research. In preliminary research leading up to this research,
other linear classifiers applied to clustered data did not provide significantly
different results.
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4.2.2 Non-linear classifier: The 2-layer neural network
K-means clustering is applied as before to the voxel time course series of each
subject, but a non-linear classifier, the 2-layer Multi-Layer Neural Network
(2LNN) is applied. Ten hidden nodes are used, and the neural network is
optimized using MMSE based on back-propagation. Hyperbolic tangent is
used as the activation function. The algorithm is detailed in algorithm 4 and
is visually represented in figure 4.8
Figure 4.8: Visual representation of 2-layer neural network classifier
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Algorithm 4 2-layer neural network algorithm
choose number of hidden nodes, hn
v = number of voxels in a subject brain
training:
for all training subject brains do
vl = voxel labels for subject from k-means, matrix of size v × 1
Form randomly seeded transform matrices and weights:
b1, size hn× 1
b2, size 1 × 1
W1, size hn× v
W2, size 1 × hn
while error not minimized to convergence do
class = correct classifications for training subject,
(TIN = 1 or HL = 0)
a1 = b1 + W1× vl
x1 = tanh(a1)
a2 = b2 + w2 × x1
y = tanh(a2)
error = MMSE(y-class)
Use gradient descent to adjust b1, b2, W1, and W2 to minimize error,
via back-propagation
end while
end for
testing:
for all testing subject brains, using b1, b2, W1, and W2 do
vl = voxel labels for subject from k-means, matrix of size v × 1
a1 = b1 + W1× vl
x1 = tanh(a1)
a2 = b2 + w2 × x1
y = tanh(a2)
compare y against actual class for accuracy results
end for
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CHAPTER 5
CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS AND
RESULTS
5.1 Clustering results
The first approach used considers all 146 time slices, a single-shot at once for
characterizing a single voxel within the brain through the clustering process,
which yields a 510,340 × 1 vector of cluster labels after this dimension-
reducing first step. The subject fMRI scans are k-means clustered for k =
2, k = 3 and k = 4 clusters. Labels are normalized across subjects so that
cluster labels that match the template subject brain’s (102HL) DMN and
other subsequent clusters have the same label at each of k = 2, k = 3 and
k = 4 clustering levels producing the k2L2, k3L3 and k4L4 clustered data
sets respectively, which can be viewed in figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 in the same
order. Since comparison across DMN clusters is a primary consideration
in this research, certain modifications to the data are also examined which
attempt to eliminate unnecessary comparisons (which may increase error)
and allow for a clearer comparison between the DMN clusters of subjects.
As shown in figure 5.4, a k = 3 clustered data set is also produced where the
k = 3 and k = 1 clusters are combined and labeled 3 leaving only the k =
2 DMN cluster and a new k = 3 cluster representing the rest of the brain
(k3L2 data set); furthermore k = 4 data sets are also produced where (1)
the k = 2 cluster is the DMN and the k = 4, k = 1 and k = 3 clusters are
combined into a single new k = 4 cluster (k4L2 data set), shown in figure
5.5 and (2) only the k = 1 and k = 3 are combined and form the new k = 1
cluster (k4L3 data set), shown in figure 5.6. Again, since, centroid seeding in
the k-means process is random, making cluster label assignments arbitrary,
k=1 is not always the DMN; clusters are only kept consistent within brains
of a cluster set, not across all sets.
The linear Gaussian ML classifier and non-linear 2-layer neural network
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classifiers are then applied to all clustered data sets and results are examined
in sections 5.2 and 5.3; a PCA + linear classifier is additionally attempted for
comparison purposes, with results reported in section 5.4. For each trial, 15
subjects are trained - 8 are randomly selected from the hearing loss without
tinnitus category and 7 are randomly selected from the tinnitus category; the
remaining 10 subjects, comprising 5 which are hearing loss and 5 which are
tinnitus, are used for testing.
Figure 5.1: A sampling of typical k = 2 clustering results at the z = 38
axial slice; (a) through (c) are tinnitus (TN) subjects, (d) through (f) are
hearing loss (HL) subjects with no tinnitus, and (g) is subject 102HL, the
template used throughout for label normalization. Here, the DMN is green
and marked with a small black square in each brain image.
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Figure 5.2: A sampling of typical k = 3 clustering results with all three
labels retained at the z = 38 axial slice; (a) through (c) are tinnitus (TN)
subjects, (d) through (f) are hearing loss (HL) subjects with no tinnitus,
and (g) is subject 102HL, the template used throughout for label
normalization. Here, the DMN is yellow and marked with an arrow in each
brain image.
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Figure 5.3: A sampling of typical k = 4 clustering results with all four
labels retained at the z = 38 axial slice; (a) through (c) are tinnitus (TN)
subjects, (d) through (f) are hearing loss (HL) subjects with no tinnitus,
and (g) is subject 102HL, the template used throughout for label
normalization. Here, the DMN is green and marked with an arrow in each
brain image.
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Figure 5.4: A sampling of typical k = 3 clustering results with two labels
retained at the z = 38 axial slice; (a) through (c) are tinnitus (TN)
subjects, (d) through (f) are hearing loss (HL) subjects with no tinnitus,
and (g) is subject 102HL, the template used throughout for label
normalization. Here, the DMN is yellow and marked with an arrow in each
brain image; the other two clusters are combined and are seen in red.
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Figure 5.5: A sampling of typical k = 4 clustering results with two labels
retained at the z = 38 axial slice; (a) through (c) are tinnitus (TN)
subjects, (d) through (f) are hearing loss (HL) subjects with no tinnitus,
and (g) is subject 102HL, the template used throughout for label
normalization. Here, the DMN is green and marked with an arrow in each
brain image; the remaining clusters are combined and seen in red.
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Figure 5.6: A sampling of typical k = 4 clustering results with three labels
retained at the z = 38 axial slice; (a) through (c) are tinnitus (TN)
subjects, (d) through (f) are hearing loss (HL) subjects with no tinnitus,
and (g) is subject 102HL, the template used throughout for label
normalization. Here, the DMN is green and marked with an arrow in each
brain image; the secondary, red cluster is retained and the remaining
clusters are combined and seen in light blue.
5.2 Clustering + linear classifier
Results for k-means clustering for k = 2 through k = 4 + ML classifier
percent accuracies (with the different cluster-combining strategies) for 100
trials are shown in histogram figures 5.7 - 5.12. Ten runs, each with 10 trials,
are performed on each of k = 2 through k = 4 + ML classifier set for a total
of 100 trials. The statistics for each data set are shown in table 5.1. Results
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for training data sets are shown in Appendix C.
Figure 5.7: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k = 2
clustering + ML classifier.
Figure 5.8: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k = 3
clustering, 2-labels + ML classifier.
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Figure 5.9: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k = 3
clustering, 3-labels + ML classifier.
Figure 5.10: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
4 clustering, 2-labels + ML classifier.
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Figure 5.11: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
4 clustering, 3-labels + ML classifier.
Figure 5.12: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
4 clustering, 4-labels + ML classifier.
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Table 5.1: Statistics for Clustering + ML Classifier in Test Trials, Across
All 10 Runs, 100 Trials (5 Subjects Each Class)
min max mean median mode std
k2L2 20% 90% 54.2% 60% 60% 13.0%
k3L2 30% 80% 58.6% 60% 60% 13.2%
k3L3 10% 80% 45.3% 50% 50% 13.1%
k4L2 30% 90% 54.7% 50% 50% 12.6%
k4L3 20% 70% 50.2% 50% 50% 11.1%
k4L4 10% 80% 50.1% 50% 50% 11.9%
5.3 Clustering + non-linear classifier
Results for k-means clustering for k = 2 through k = 4 + 2LNN classifier
percent accuracies (with the different cluster-combining strategies) for 100
trials are shown in histogram figures 5.13 - 5.18. Ten runs, each with 10
trials, are performed on each of k = 2 through k = 4 + ML classifier set for
a total of 100 trials. The statistics for each data set are shown in table 5.2.
Results for training data sets are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.13: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
2 clustering + 2LNN classifier.
Figure 5.14: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
3 clustering, 2-labels + 2LNN classifier.
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Figure 5.15: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
3 clustering, 3-labels + 2LNN classifier.
Figure 5.16: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
4 clustering, 2-labels + 2LNN classifier.
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Figure 5.17: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
4 clustering, 3-labels + 2LNN classifier.
Figure 5.18: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials: k =
4 clustering, 4-labels + 2LNN classifier.
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Table 5.2: Statistics for Clustering + 2-layer Neural Network in Test Trials,
Across All 10 Runs, 100 Trials (5 Subjects Each Class)
min max mean median mode std
k2L2 20% 80% 50.7% 50% 40% 14.9%
k3L2 20% 80% 50.5% 50% 50% 13.3%
k3L3 10% 100% 48.3% 50% 50% 16.2%
k4L2 20% 90% 49.0% 50% 50% 14.8%
k4L3 0% 80% 47.5% 50% 40% 16.0%
k4L4 20% 90% 49.5% 50% 50% 14.8%
5.4 PCA + linear classifier
Results for PCA + ML classifier percent accuracies for 100 trials are shown
in histogram figure 5.19. Ten runs, each with 10 trials, are performed on
the PCA + ML classifier set for a total of 100 trials. The statistics for the
data set are shown in table 5.3. Results for training data sets are shown in
Appendix C.
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Figure 5.19: Accuracies of 10 subject test set within each of 100 trials:
PCA + ML classifier.
Table 5.3: Statistics for PCA + Linear Classifier in Test Trials, Across All
10 Runs, 100 Trials (5 Subjects Each Class)
min max mean median mode std
20% 80% 49.7% 50% 50% 12.2%
5.5 Discussion
As seen in Table 5.4, the best results obtained were for the k=3 clustering,
with two label constraint + ML classifier: the DMN cluster was preserved
while the other two clusters were combined, so that the brain areas were la-
beled as either DMN or non-DMN, yielding a 58.6% accuracy rate across 100
trials. The k=4 clustering, with a similar two-label constraint, preserving
the DMN and combining remaining clusters into one + ML classifier, yielded
the second highest accuracy rate at 54.7% across one hundred trials. Of ad-
ditional significance: (1) these two highest performing clustering + classifier
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methods also had worst trials that did no worse than 30% as opposed to
all other clustering + classifier methods, which had worst trials of 20% or
less; (2) Of the two highest performing cluster + classifier methods, the best
performer, the k=3, two-label + ML classifier, was the only one which had
a median and mode of 60% for all one hundred trials.
Table 5.4: Average Accuracy of All Data Sets, Across 10 Runs, 100 Trials
Tested Trained Worst Trial Best Trial
k-means + ML
k2L2 54.2% 100% 20% 90%
k3L2 58.6% 99.9% 30% 80%
k3L3 45.3% 100% 10% 80%
k4L2 54.7% 99.7% 30% 90%
k4L3 50.2% 100% 20% 70%
k4L4 50.1% 100% 10% 80%
k-means + 2LNN
k2L2 50.7% 84.1% 20% 80%
k3L2 50.5% 76.0% 20% 80%
k3L3 51.0% 82.5% 10% 80%
k4L2 49.0% 75.0% 10% 90%
k4L3 47.5% 80.5% 0% 80%
k4L4 49.5% 78.5% 20% 90%
PCA + ML
PCA 49.7% 100.0% 20% 80%
All other clustering + classifier combinations did no better than what
might be expected from chance, with average accuracy rates within 3 per-
centage points of 50% and medians and modes mostly at 50%. A few outliers
are present, such as at k= 3 with all three labels used (no clusters combined)
where the accuracy rate is poorer than chance at 45.3%
PCA performed exactly as expected, yielding an average accuracy rate of
49.7% and with typical worst and best trials at 20% and 80%, as most of the
50% accuracy rate performing trials had these same results.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The best performing clustering + classifier method, with k = 3 clustering,
two-label constraint + ML classifier is shown to have performed better than
chance with an average accuracy rate of 58.6%, approaching 60% as indi-
cated by the median and mode values which are each 60%. Similarly the
second best performing method, the k = 4 clustering, with two-label con-
straint + ML classifier, also performs better than chance with an average
accuracy of 54.7%. Both of these methods were an improvement over the
other methods because clusters that were non-DMN clusters were combined
so that unnecessary comparisons, and thus unnecessary error, was removed.
The non-linear 2-layer neural network classifier applied to any clustering and
label constraint combination did not perform any better than chance: often,
its training accuracy rates were not as good as the linear classifiers’ training
accuracy rates applied to the same clustering data and nothing noteworthy
came from these observations.
Future work to be considered which has a chance of improving the cluster-
ing + classifier methodology includes the following:
1) Increase the number of subjects: high dimensionality plus low sample
numbers is a difficult place to start from. Classification, in general, can only
improve with an increase in subject samples.
2) Explore further the possibility of cluster combining. The best results
were yielded when, essentially, all non-DMN clusters were “masked” or com-
bined into one big cluster so that only DMN or non-DMN became what was
compared across subjects. By error, during the course of this research, one
of the smallest, non-DMN clusters became the main cluster and all other
clusters were combined to form “the rest of the brain”. These results for k
= 4, two-label constraint + ML classifier yielded 70% accuracy. While these
results are not considered valid for the purposes of this particular study;
we only considered the DMN cluster to be of primary interest and not to
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be excluded in classifier training and testing because our premise hinges on
“meaningful” dimension reduction, with the smallest cluster in the k = 4
set not qualifying because it did not match any known resting state network
patterns. Nevertheless, the results are interesting and may deserve more ex-
amination, as this cluster may be indicative of another kind of legitimate
brain activation pattern not being accounted for within the scope of this
research.
3) Examine sources more closely. Many sources were stated to be resting-
state data, but did not have very clearly defined DMNs. Filtering subjects
to include only those with clearly defined DMNs may prove beneficial to
clustering and classification.
4) A further examination into clustering technique should also be consid-
ered where instead of using all 146 time slices at once in a “single-shot”
approach for characterizing a single voxel, the 510,340 × 146 voxel time
course matrix is divided in time into seven different column-bins (flaps), and
reduced instead to seven different sets of clustered data for a reduced fea-
ture set of 510,340 × 7 = 3,572,380. This alternative would explore the
possibility of classification based on a dynamic, time-dependent functional
connectivity.
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APPENDIX A
CLUSTER LABEL MATCHING TO
TEMPLATE
Algorithm 5 Template cluster label matching
template brain chosen
DMN cluster identified in template
for all template brain clusters, first DMN, then smallest to largest, K, do
for all other subject brains do
initialize tally variables t1...tk for each cluster to 0
for all voxels in template cluster, K, do
check same voxel location in subject brain for
cluster number label, n, that appears there:
increase its tally variable, tn by 1
(do nothing if 0 appears)
end for
find tally with highest number, tg from t1...tk
if g 6= K then
in subject brain:
change all labels with g to K,
change all labels with K to g
end if
end for
end for
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APPENDIX B
SPECTRAL CLUSTERING DETAILS
This method involves applying a pre-processing technique before employing
k-means clustering to the data. The eigen-decomposition of the affinity ma-
trix, Wij, is used to yield a set of eigenvectors, y, whose rows correlate to
the original rows of voxel time course data but hopefully reflect any hidden
signal geometries existing in the data.
Wij = e
−d2(~xi, ~xj)/2σ2
where the distance between two voxel time series is d2(~xi, ~xj) and σ = 5, and
by
D−1/2WD−1/2~y = λ~y,Dii =
∑
i
Wij
where D is the diagonal matrix using W’s row sums, and
Y = [D−1/2 ~y1...D−1/2 ~yk+1]
is constructed from the largest eigenvectors of y and then k-means clustered
[16, 22]. Since calculating affinities between every voxel time series set usually
involves a large set of calculations that is intractable for most readily available
computing resources, the Nystro¨m method uses a random subset of all voxel
time course series to approximate the data set. This is done such that the
number of voxel time series is much smaller than the total amount in the
set, Ns  N with N = 510, 340 and Ns = 500. The subset is then used
to calculate an affinity subset A = (Ns × Ns), upon which the Nystro¨m
method is applied to approximate the results that would be attained by
eigen-decomposing the complete set of voxel time course affinities in the
following manner: B is size Ns × (N − N − s), A is size Ns × Ns, and C is
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size (N −Ns)× (N −Ns), which compose
W =
[
A B
BT C
]
where N is the number of total voxel time course series, Ns is the subset,
B represents the affinities of the subset of voxel time course series with the
remaining voxel time course series and C represents the affinities of the re-
maining voxel time course series with each other, which we want to avoid
having to calculate.
dˆ =
[
A1Na +B1N−Na
BT1Na +B
TA−1B1N−Na
]
with 1N denoting an all-ones vector of length N. The normalized matrices
are given by
A˜ij =
Aij√
dˆidˆj
B˜ij =
Bij√
dˆidˆj +Na
Using the Nystro¨m method, we approximate the eigenvectors of W˜ = D−1/2WD−1/2
using A˜ and B˜. The SVD of theNs×Ns symmetric matrix, A˜+A˜−1/2B˜B˜T ˜A−1/2,
is then calculated and represented as UΛUT . The Ns leading eigenvectors,
V =
[
A˜
B˜T
]
˜A−1/2UΛ−1/2
are then calculated. Finally, using V, k-means clustering is applied to the
matrix Yˆ = Dˆ−1/2V , completing the spectral clustering process.
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APPENDIX C
TRAINING RESULTS FOR K-MEANS
CLUSTERING + CLASSIFIER
C.1 Clustering + linear classifier
Training results for k-means clustering for k = 2 through k = 4 + ML classifier
percent accuracies (with the different cluster-combining strategies) for 100
trials are shown in histogram figures C.1 - C.6. Ten runs, each with 10 trials,
are performed on each of k = 2 through k = 4 + ML classifier set for a total
of 100 trials.
Figure C.1: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 2 clustering + ML classifier.
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Figure C.2: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 3 clustering, 2-labels + ML classifier.
Figure C.3: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 3 clustering, 3-labels + ML classifier.
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Figure C.4: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 4 clustering, 2-labels + ML classifier.
Figure C.5: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 4 clustering, 3-labels + ML classifier.
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Figure C.6: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 4 clustering, 4-labels + ML classifier.
C.2 Clustering + non-linear classifier
Training results for k-means clustering for k = 2 through k = 4 + 2LNN
classifier percent accuracies (with the different cluster-combining strategies)
for 100 trials are shown in histogram figures C.7 - C.12. Ten runs, each with
10 trials, are performed on each of k = 2 through k = 4 + ML classifier set
for a total of 100 trials.
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Figure C.7: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 2 clustering + 2LNN classifier.
Figure C.8: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 3 clustering, 2-labels + 2LNN classifier.
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Figure C.9: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 3 clustering, 3-labels + 2LNN classifier.
Figure C.10: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 4 clustering, 2-labels + 2LNN classifier.
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Figure C.11: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 4 clustering, 3-labels + 2LNN classifier.
Figure C.12: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
k = 4 clustering, 4-labels + 2LNN classifier.
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C.3 PCA + linear classifier
Training results for PCA + ML classifier percent accuracies for 100 trials are
shown in histogram figure C.13. Ten runs, each with 10 trials, are performed
on the PCA + ML classifier set for a total of 100 trials.
Figure C.13: Accuracies of 15 subject training set within each of 100 trials:
PCA + ML classifier.
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